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ATLAS data which feed into PDFs:

• W±,Z production- strange and valence
• Drell-Yan (mostly the photon PDF)
• Jet production- gluon and high-x d
• Top-antitop production- gluon
• Zpt, Z+jets -gluon
• W±+jets– valence
• W+c –strange
• γ +c— intrinsic charm

An ATLAS global fit to various types of data-
ATLASepWZ16 PDF set is the start

Recommendations for PDF usage---In particular for MC generation

ATLAS/CMS cooperation?—see next talk from CMS



ATLAS high precision W and Z production arXiV:1612.03016

W+ and W- rapidity distributions separately, have more information than W-asymmetry



Z(*) rapidity distributions
For low mass 46-66 GeV
And high mass 116-150 GeV
As well as central 66-116 GeV
And for forward as well as 
central rapidity
‘Off- the-shelf’ PDFs have 
difficulty describing these data
--Particularly the central Z 
rapidity bin



The central rapidity bin has a particularly large strange/anti-strange contribution



ATLAS has made a complete NNLO QCD PDF fit to these data, plus the HERA Deep Inelastic 
Scattering data. The PDFs called ATLAS-epWZ16 are available on LHAPDF.
This is much more than a single number at a single, x, Q2 point.
This simple plot just summarises the conclusions: namely that there is more strangeness at low-
x than in most of the off-the-shelf PDFs



Impact of the ATLAS W,Z 
data on MMHT and CT 
global PDFS



The global PDF groups have started to look at these data
They are now in NNPDF3.1

Observe in particular how the strangeness has 
increase between NNPDF3.0 and 3.1
There is ‘mild tension’ between older heavy 
target neutrino data- which gave rise to the 
usual assumption of suppressed strangeness-
and the ATLAS W,Z 2011 data

1.05 ± 0.04

Note collider only 
includes CMS



MMHT have also included these data and found 
Increased strangeness– these PDFs are not public yet.

They also observe mild tension with older neutrino 
data AND with CMS 7 TeV differential Z/γ data and 
W+c data BUT they state that newer LHC data (mostly 
LHCb)are compatible and ‘pull in the same direction’ 

All groups find the CMS 8 TeV differential Z/γ data –
which would be relevant to the strangeness question-
----difficult to fit (χ2/ndp~3.3).

The ATLAS W,Z data also impact the valence shapes 
and decrease valence uncertainty.



So before leaving the strangeness question let us look at the results on W+charm data from
ATLAS W+c-jet W+D, W+D* channels JHEP05(2014)068

In all cases the data favour the 
predictions based on 
unsuppressed strangeness

We can quantify this..



Let us look at the results on W+charm data from BOTH ATLAS and CMS
Compare the older results and the new ATLAS W,Z result on the same scale
ATLASepWZ12 was based on ATLAS W,Z 2010 data
ATLASepWZ16 is based on the ATLAS W,Z 2011 precision data
ATLAS W+c data is in agreement

CMS W+c data is somewhat lower
But the analysis techniques of CMS and ATLAS are not sufficiently similar
ATLAS use W+D(*) as well as W+c-jet and the hadronisation corrections are not agreed 
between the collaborations--- see next talk from CMS



ATLAS jet data:2011 7 TeV AND 2012 8 TeV

The MMHT group report the following

However they perform an exercise decorrelating some of the Jet Energy Scale systematics

NNLO corrections are now available for the ATLAS 7 TeV jet data and MMHT also used them



Gluon similar whether decorrelation is used or NOT
Gluon is similar whether NLO or NNLO is used

from NLO to NNLO



CT group agree that one cannot get a good fit to all ATLAS jet rapidity distributions at once
CT see tension between ATLAS and CMS jet data sets
[CT see tension between ATLAS and CMS top data sets in the opposite direction to the 
tension in the jet data sets]

NNPDF also agree that one cannot get a good fit to all rapidity bins so for  NNPDF3.1
ONLY the central rapidity bin of the ATLAS 7 TeV jet data is being used
By contrast all CMS 7 TeV jet data is used.
NNLO results are only available for the ATLAS 7 TeV jets SO NLO matrix elements are used, with 
Pt as central scale and scale uncertainties added



HOW about the NEW 8 TeV ATLAS jet data ATL-COM-PHYS-2016-371 preliminary 



However there is still a problem fitting all rapidity bins together for the 8TeV ATLAS jet data

ATLAS are considering decorrelation 
scenarios--- but not completely 
decorrelating rapidity bins ---instead 
decorrelations that are smooth functions 
of y and/or pt are considered for ‘2-point 
systematics’

for pT> 70GeV



Top differential distributions can be included in PDF fits now using NNLO calculations,
This gives information on the high-x gluon.

Top-antitop differential distributions in the lepton +jets channel 
from 8 TeV data: arXiv:1511.04716

But only one spectrum can be 
fitted at once because there is no 
information on statistical 
correlations between spectra

There is similar data from CMS and they are not always fully consistent between CMS and 
ATLAS



The CT PDF fitting group say

Thus adding in both ATLAS and CMS 
together could even increase 
uncertainties

By contrast the NNPDF group make particular choices of distributions to fit



By contrast the NNPDF group make particular choices of distributions to fit for NNPDF3.1

And the resulting gluon is somewhat softer than 
the NNPDF3.0 gluon

NNPDF also note that the top differential data 
give comparable constraints to the jets despite 
far fewer data points



But are top, jets and Zpt all consistent in how they affect the gluon?
More or less, IF the data you use are picked as NNPDF pick them

However CT see tension between jets and Zpt- and tension between jets and top

Further data sets considered by the global fitters CT, MMHT, NNPDF include:
the ATLAS 7 and 8 TeV Z-pt data



The data sets considered so far
• Top production
• Jet production 
• W,Z production 
are not the only data sets we consider as relevant for PDFs
We also have:
• Drell-Yan 8TeV Published High Mass 8 TeV impacts the photon PDF  arXiv: 1701.08553
• Z pt data- 7 and 8 TeV used by NNPDF
• Z+jets 8 TeV- forthcoming
• W+jets 8TeV- forthcoming
• W+c --new analysis at 13TeV
• γ +HF ---New analysis coming on 8 TeV data

We plan to make a ‘global fit’ using many sorts of ATLAS data, obviously such a PDF fit 
would ideally describe our data for MC generation
Describing the way our data differs from some of the global fits has been important for
• Sin2θW from Z forward/backward asymmetry
• W-mass measurement
• W’ and Z’ searches

To do this we need to consider correlations between data sets. A start on such a study has 
been made by the evaluation of top-antitop/Z ratios.



Top-anti-top/Z ratios at 7,8 and 13GeV : JHEP02(2017)117

It is necessary to evaluate the correlations 
between different classes of data



Right now this points at NNPDF3.1 which  includes our latest 
data and which is available, but it is not perfect

for PDFs for MC generation



extras





So look at the 
change from 
MMHT14 when our 
W,Z data is 
included

See the increased 
strange 

Plus changes in 
uv,dv and Sea

Little impact on the 
gluon so this is not 
shown










